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R. MOSHE STERNBUCH'S
HALAKHIC NOVELLAE

This past year, two more volumes of Rav Moshe Sterinbuch's Mo'adim

U' zmanim Hashalem, essays dealing with the practical aspects of the
Jewish holidays, as well as with other topics, were published. The last
volume is a collection of addenda, consisting of notes to questions already
discussed in previous volumes, and containing an index to the work as
a whole. The indices are aranged according to topic and according to
the Gemara, the Rambam and the Shulhan Arukh. A separate index lists
practices of leaders of the religious community in Europe and Israel in
the past several generations, e.g. the Hazon Ish, that were quoted. These
volumes mark the completion of the sefer, the first volume of which was
printed in 1964. The work has subsequently gained wide popularty in

yeshivah circles, as the author himself attests. Since R. Sternbuch views
this series of books as essentially completed, 

1 it can now be discussed

as a whole.
In the preface to the first volume, R. Sternbuch sets the tone by

discussing the implications of putting a sefer into print. In justifying the
publication of his work, the author first list~ two compelling reasons not
to print. Going beyond the technical aspects of the prohibition concerning
writing any aspect of the Oral Law (Gittin 60b), he raises both an ethical
and an intellectual question. Quoting the Hatam Sofer (Teshuvot Orah
Hayyim 208), he declares that a person who would write novellae for the
public must have intentions exclusively "for the sake of God."2 Who,
then, can be free from the taint of pursuing honor? He further quotes

Rambam's Ma' amar Kiddush Hashem to the effect that one who commits
anything to writing must first be absolutely sure that it measures up to
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all the available criteria for ascertaining truthfulness. (This approach, of
course, is also the basis for the celebrated "Brisker reluctance to pub-
lish" .)

R. Sternbuch answers both objections with vigor. He declares that
the talmudic source permitting one to write the Oral Law in spite of the
prohibitions entailed ("There is a time to act for the Lord" (Gittin 60b))
applies to the consideration of one's motives as welL. The imperative of
the moment is to fulfill the mitsvah of disseminating Torah. With regard
to the latter point, he points out that he wishes no one to rely upon his
sefer for practical halakic decisions. As he reiterates over and again in
prefaces to the other volumes of his work, his only purpose is to raise
"logical possibilities."4

One of the salient features of Mo' adim U' zmanim, and one of which
the author is quite proud, is the frequency of humrot (stringent rulings)
that arse from the examination of a variety of halakhic issues.s R. Stern-
buch does not advocate practicing humrot that have no halakic basis or

that would entail other halakhic problems.6 Nor is his approach an ad-
vocacy of humrot as a "defensive measure," that is, either due to the
ever-deteriorating spiritual position of the Jews, as the Shlah maintained,
or as par and parcel of a personal musar doctrine, as R.'Mosheh,Hayyim
Luzatto suggested.7 And it is not.a device to prevent assimilation into the
general culture by increasing the regimen of the Halakah. R. Sternbuch's
position (one that is not a solitary view either) requires that the attempt
to fulfil all the mItsvot with precision be combined with any fresh results
from inquiry as to the nature of certain mitsvot. Thus the halakic con-
straints of new theoretical possibilities must be accepted as practice. 8

Of course, the famous' remark of the Vilna Gaon concerning tefillin
has to be taken into account. In response to R . HayY1imV olozhiner' s query
why the Gaon did not don a second pair of tefilln according to the
specifications of Rabbeinu Tam, the Gaon remarked that a calculation
of all the differing opinions concerning tefilln would necessitate wearing
many more than two pairs of tefilln.9 At time$, the attempt to follow
more than one normative opinion can seemingly lead one to make a farce
out of fulfilling the mitsvot. Yet this does not preclude takng extra
precautions because of the ramifications of positions discovered in rish-
onim. On the contrary such acts are to be applauded.

Yet R. Sternbuch's description of humrot as kishut (adornments)

seems to suggest something more than the halakic mitsvah-imperative

per se. Adorning the mitsvot is an expression of man's creative wiii in
the service of God. This is mitsvah-glorification in the best sense. 

10

In his prefaces, R. Sternbuch constantly stresses the need to combine
study of the Talmud and the rishonim with examination of the Shulhan
Arukh and subsequent halakhic decisions. Reminding us that the Vilna
Gaon, through his glosses of the Shulhan Arukh, showed that it should
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be perceived as par of one cohesive unit with the Talmud, he laments
the division of the yeshiva' world into two camps, schools studying
classical sources and institutions dealing with practical decisions of law.
He views his sefer as a needed effort to bridge the two disciplines. 

11

It is in this light that R. Sternbuch's extensive quoting of personal
practices should be viewed. If a scholar's analysis led him to perform a
mItsvah in a certain fashion, it is a privilege for the Torah community
at large to follow that path. There should be no discrepancy between
limud (study) and ma' aseh (practice).

A few examples of R. Sternbuch's technique in Mo'adim U'zmanim
can amply illustrate both his methodology and ideology.

Waving the Lulav

The reformulation of an ancillar aspect of a mItsvah, raismg it to the
level of the primary mitsvah itself, can ipso facto precipitate certain new
procedures. Such is the case with the na' anuim (wavings) that are per-
formed with the lulav on Sukkot.12 Quoting the deduction of the Brisker
Rav (Rav yitzhak Ze'ev Soloveitchik) from the Rambam (Hilkhot Lulav
7:9) that the na' anuim are an intrnsic par of the mitsvah of lulav,13 R.

Sternbuch points out that one should perform the na' anuim with the same
lulav that one uses to perform the mitsvah of "taking" the lulav and
reciting the benediction. R. Sternbuch proceeds to investigate whether

there is a difference between the na' anuim performed immediately after
the "taking" of the lulav and those performed during Hallel. His con-

clusion is that when one performs both sets of na' anuim, only the first
set is considered par of the mitsvah of lulav; the na' anuim of Halle! have
the status of a separate rabbinic practice.14

In another essay, R. Sternbuch attempts to ascertain the source of
the mitsvah of na' anuimY Quoting the Hatam Sofer, who claimed that
the concept of na'anuim is a halakhah lMosheh miSinai (par of the
primal Oral Law, and not merely a rabbinic decree),!6 although the spe-
cific laws pertaining to the nature of the na' anuim are of later rabbinic

origin, R. Sternbuch suggests that the word ulekahtem (Leviticus 23:40),
defining the biblical commandment of lulav, as one of "taking," might
be the ultimate source for the na' anuim.17

Minyan

Aharonim have dealt with the problem of whether the reading of the
Torah and prayer with a minyan are hovot tsibbur (communal obligations)
or hovot yahid (individual obligations). 18 If the former is correct, an
individual has no obligation per se to change his status, become par of
a community (in this case, a minyan), and have the resultant obligations
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imposed upon him,19 R. Sternbuch suggests that even if one postulates
that Torah-reading is a hovat tsibbur, on Parshat Zakhor, when the
biblical commandment to "remember Amalek" is read, the obligation
rests on the shoulders of every yahid, In this light, the law stated in the
ShulhanArukhi Orak Hayyim 685;7) that village dwellers must come to
the city on Parshat Zakhor to hear the Torah reading with a minyan can
be fully understood. 

20

Proceeding with this thought, R. Sternbuch investigates. the rationale
for the Hatam Sofer's declaration reminding the congregation to have the
intention of fulfilling their obligation of the Torah blessing for Parshat
Zakhor with the benedictions that the one who receives the aliyah recites.
Why be more stringent on Shabbat Parshat Zakhor than on any other
Shabbat? The answer involves an application of another fundamental

. analysis concerning the nature of reading the Torah. Is the mitsvah a
hovat keriah, or a hovat shemiah? In other words, do I have to read the
Torah, (and when the shul ba' al kore (appointed reader) reads I fulfil
my obligation via the talmudic principle that" one who listens is like one
who replies" (Sukkah 38b)), or am I, from the star, only obligated to
hear the Torah portion.21 R. Sternbuch suggests that even if the obligation
throughout the year is only to hear the Torah, on Parshat Zakhor the
hovat yahid is a hovat shemiah. Thus everyone in shul must read the
Torah with, of course, the berakhot (benedictions). Moreover, a minor
may not receive the aliyah for Parshat Zakhor as his level of obligation
is different from that of the congregation, its members cannot fulfil their
obligation to "recite" the blessings through the agency of a minor. 22

A fundamental point concerning the nature of hiddur mitsvah23

(mitsvah glorification) is ascertaining if it is a din k'lali, a general com-
mandment to beautify mitsvah-objects, or a din p'rati, a special subdi-
vision of each mitsvah.23(Maran haRav Joseph B. Soloveitchik has
mentioned his father's proof that certain aspects of circumcision which
are only hiddurim must necessarly be subsumed under the rubric of
"circumcision acts," for it is only as such that they can be performed

on Shabbat. R. Sternbuch raises this question in his sefer24 and in a
varety of ways explores the role hiddur plays in mitsvah performance.

Although the halakah follows the opinion of the rabbis who claim
(Sukkah lIb, 33a) that iggud lulav (binding the lulav, hadasim and aravot
together) is not mandatory, but is only an expression of "This is my God
and I will glorify Him" (Exodus 15:2, the source that the Talmud (Shabbat
133b) adduces for hiddur mitsvah,) R. Sternbuch quotes opinions to the
effect that,nonetheless, this iggud is an aspect of the mitsvah of lulav.
Thus, the authorities who maintain that one who is not obligated to
perform mitsvat lulav should not bind the lulav should be followedY
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H anukah

The mitsvah of Hanukah offers the quintessential expression of hiddur,
as the Talmud itself delineates categories of mehadrin and mehadrin min
ha-mehadrin.26 R. Sternbuch presents the explanation of Rav yitz hak
Z'ev Soloveitchik about the controversy between the Rambam;(Hanuka
4:1) and the Raml! (Orah Hayyim 671:2) whether the head of the house
lights all the candles or each member of the family lights. 27 The Rambam
believed that hiddur mitsvah, which in our case is each candle subsequent
to the first one, is conceivable only while performing the mitsvah itself.
(As an auxiliar aspect of a mitsvah, hiddur cannot stand alone.) If the
head of the house would cease to light, any connection to the primal
mitsvah would be lost. R. Sternbuch goes on to claim that the Raml!
agrees that hiddur must in some way relate to the mitsvah itself. The
disagreement with the Rambam, however, lies in the nature of that con-
nection. Whereas the Rambam understood that hiddur must relate to the
mitsvah-act, the Ramo felt that as long as there is mitsvah fulfillment,
the hiddur has something tangible to relate to (and this relation exists as
long as the candles are burning and the "miracle of Hanukah is being
proclaimed. ' ')28

Some statements in the Gemara imply that the mitsvah to light Ha-
nukah candles is a hovat bayit, that is, the house one resides in must be
"furnished" with a candle. The categories of individual obligation are
simply not applicable.29 R. Sternbuch proposes that according to the
aforementioned Rama, the nature of mitsvat neT Hanukah changes, as
the hiddur expresses itself when each individual fulfills the mitsvah for
himself. 

30

While discussing the unfitness of etrogim murkavim (grafted),31 R.
Sternbuch reveals the essence of his conception of hiddur. He states:

It appears to be clear that the mitsvah of hiddur is not confined to beautifying the
mitsvah-object, but also entails tulfillng the mitsvah in an ideal fashion, leaving
no doubts whatsocver 'as to the performance.

Thus the strivings for perfection in the fuE'iment of mitsvot per se and
hiddur mitsvah are one, as a mitsvah perfolJed perfectly is its ultimate
glorification. In kishut ha-mitsvah, one unites the objective pursuit of the
halakah with the subjective experience of joy at having done his best
to effect the wishes of his Creator.

R. Sternbuch's treatment of hiddur mitsvah is indicative of his style
throughout his sefer. Indeed, his pattern: presentation of an issue, de-
velopment of an inquir into the nature of a halakah, mention of the
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custom or ruling of a famous rabbi, and oftentimes a prescription for
greater precision in mitsvah-performance, is regularly followed. Both the
style and the aim of the sefer are indicative of certain trends within
halakic circles in Israel, as well as in the United States. Only time will
tell whether a new genre has been born.

NOTES

( Translations of excerpts from Mo'adim U'zmanim are my own. (D.H.))

I. In the preface to vol. 8-9, he writes, "And with this (volume) we conclude the Sefer Mo' adim

U' zmanim for the public benefit."
2, The full quote is: "As for anyone who writes a sefer and intemingles thoughts of

self-enhancement, the curse mentioned in Massekhet Avot (I-B) concerning one who strives
for a "name" will set upon him, (namely, he will lose what he had) and he will not have
the success of translating his desires into reality . . , "

3. The Rambam wrote: "When one is involved, however, in putting something in writing, an
even greater effort, possibly a thousand-fold review, is required." (Letters of'Vaimonides
(ed.L. Stitskin, New York, 1977), p. 43 (with modification of the translation,)) It may be
noted that a corollary to this position of hesitancy is the implicit certification of truth to what
one does write. On the other hand, the Rambam, for example, prefaced his Milhamot Hashem
(defending the Rif against the Ba'al Hama'or) by admitting that positions of commentators
concerning passages in the Gemara cannot be rigorously proven without a doubt. Thus the
written word on these matters is not imbued with the claim of faultlessness.

R. HaY.)iim Soloveitchik's hesitancy to publish was not limited, of course, to questions

possessing halakic ramifications, but concerned his purely conceptual analysis of the Gemara
and the Rambam as well. R. Barukh Ber Leibowitz, takng this position ad extremum, was
reputed never to have repeated any of his personal insights that R. Hayyim had said were
"logical," justthose that his rebbe had agreed were "right." (See Marbitsei Torah U'Mussar
(A, Surski, Tel Aviv, 1976) voL. 2, p. 131.)

4. Thus the author explicitly connects his wilingness to publish with the corresponding authority
that his words will car.

5. This proclivity is already evident in the fifth essay of the first volume, in which he collates
all the varous opinions regarding the methods of blowing the shofar on Rosh Hashanah, a
position which he subsequently justifies in VoL. 6(#4). He also recurrently defends his general
approach, and in a later preface states: "Sometimes people come with the accusation that the
hiddurim that we have set forth were not practiced by the Jewish community. . . yet ifalmost
the entire Jewish community was once using grafted etrogim, does that mean that a grafted
etrog is fit for use and the aharonim made a mistake?" (from the preface to Vol.). Specific
comparsons of the approach taken by R, Sternbuch and thaì taken by varous poskim ilustrate
his tendencies. See, for example. vol. 4 (#277) (concerning shaving during Hol Hamoed)
and compare 19rot Mosheh Orah Hayyim vol. 1(#163).

6. In another sefer written by R. Sternbuch, one dealing with customs of the Vilna Gaon,
rHi/khot Hagra U'minhagav (Jerusalem, 1974)) he mentions the Gaon's practice of observing
all the halakot of neti/at yadim (ritual washing of the hands) before each of the daily

prayers.(pp,26-27,) Thus, for example, he would always use a glass. (The Rambam's for-
mulation in Hi/khotTefla'1i4:2)and Herakhot (6:2) appears to support such a position.) Yet,
quoting the Gaon, he wars us not to go so far as to recite the benefiction for the washing,
remiding us that "Not everyone who wishes to mention the Name (of God) is allowed to
do so" (Berakhot 16b).

7. For a fuller discussion of the Sl¡lah's theme, see H.H. Ben-Sasson, Hagut veHanhagah
(Jerusalem, 1959) pp.I9-21, where the doctrne of the "snake's venom" is analyzed.
Luzzato's doctrne can be found in Chapter 14 of his Mesilat Yesharim, entitled Aspects of
Separation.

8. The Hazon Ish had, a generation earlier, seen the split that was developing between the
spheres of analysis and practical halakab, and had adamantly refused to separate the two.
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9. The Divrei Eliyahu quotes two versions of the incident, with the Gaon calculating that one
should don either 24 or 64 (!) pairs. In voL. 6(#97), R. Sternbuch discusses the different

modes of pronunciation of Hebrew that have evolved during the course of Jewish history,
and states that one is not required to hear the Torah reading on Parshai Zakhor according
to each of the variegated dialccts, One should, however, hear the Torah reading in the dialect
that he normally uses,

10. R, Sternbuch's application of the talmudic directive to "beautify mitsvot" (Shabbat 133b),
illustrates this point, as will be presently shown.

11, Hence the sefer is neither of the genre of' Emek Brakha, written by R. Aryeh Pomeranchik,
which remains essentially an "analytical" seter. nor is it an updated halakhah text.

12. See Sukkah 37b, Rambam, Hi/khot Lulav 7:9.10, and Orah Hayyim 651:8. R. Sternbuch's
treatment of the issue is in voL. 2, (#117),

13. See 'Emek Brakha (editio princeps: Jerusalem, 1948), s,v, lulav, #8. The two major proofs
for this assertion are: l)the talmudic declaration (Sukkah 37b) that the required measure of
the lulav (ibid" 29b) includes an amount sumeient to wave with, and 2)the assertion that a
minor who knows how to perform the wavings is already obligated to perform the mitsvah
of lulav(Sukkah 42a),

14. Tosafot (ibid., 37b, s, v, B' hodu), in discussing the na' anuim performed during Halle!, appear
to assume that those na' anuim represent another type of fulfillment of the mitsvah of Hal.
Ie!(praising God). It should he noted that thcre is no mention of na' anuim performed at the
initial time picking up the lulav and reciting the benediction explicitly in the Talmud. The
rishonim (Tos. (ibid.) Rosh (Sukkah 3:26), et al.) deduce it from the aforementioned statement
in the Gemara concerning a minor (which is assumed to be operative even if the minor does
not yet know how to recite the Hallel,) and from a directive concerning mitsvot that may he
performed before the time of saying the morning shema has arved(Berakhot 30a). Yet Piskei
Tosafot CArakhin 2b) relate the obligation of the minor to the na' anuim of Hallel. In his
essay, R. Sternbuch deals with the fact that the Rambam mentions only the na' anuim of
Halle!. See V. \ptowitzer'.s notes to Rabyah (reprintJerusalern, 1964)vol. 2, #683 n.5,

15. VoL. 6(#46), The nature.of the Gemara's comparson to the tenufot (wavings of certain
sacrifices in the Temple (Sukkah 37b)J is unclear. Many rishonim simply state that the
00' anuim are of Rabbinic origin, See, for example, Sejer Yereim( #422 and theAbudraham(in
the section dealing with Sukkot),

. 16. Hiddushim to Sukkah 42a, This position is the logical combination of the above deduction
from the measure-requirement clause(see no. 13)and the principle that measurement speci-
fications are Halakhah lMosheh miSinai (' Eruvin 4a, Sukkah 5b).

17. See, however, Sifra to Leviticus 23:40, where the word is used as the source, according to
R'Judah, for iggud lulav. The Rabbis (quoted ad,loc.)do not accept his opinion that one does
not fulfill the mitsvah of lulav without iggud.

18. R.Mosheh Feinstein (lgrot Mosheh Orah Hayyim voL. 2 (#27)assumes that due to such
considerations as the talmudic declaration that one's prayers will be more readily accepted
if one prays with a minyan (Berakhot 8a), tefilah b'tsibbur becomes a hovat yahid. See also
Pesa'him 46a and commentar of Maharam Halavah ad. loc.

19. In R.Sternbuch's analysis of this point(Vol. 2, (#166), he records the practice of R.'Hayyim
Soloveitchik to insist that at a minyan for the reading of the Torah there be ten men who had
not already heard it, for as a communal obligation, it can be precipitated and filled only by
a (full) community that had not yet fulfilled its obligation.

20. Orah Hayyim, 685:7. R. Joseph Caro himsclf lists as a reason for the fact ¡hat some rishonim
(e,g. Tosafot (Berak/wt 13a (S,V. b'lashon) and Rosh Berakhot 7:20) claim'that the obligation
to read Parshat Zakhor is from the Torah itself. What R. Sternbuch accomplishes is a

justification of the requirement to search out a minyan even assuming that the obligation to
read Parshat Zakhor per se is only of rabbinic origin (although it would be a method of
fulfilling the biblical injunction(Deuteronomy 25: 17) of' 'remembering Ama1ek' '). The Mish.
nah Beru.rh (Sha'ar Hatsiun (685:5))claims that even the Rosh and Tosafot did not purport
to say that the Torah commands one to read Parshat Zakhor.

21. R. Joseph Engel in Tsiunim Latorah (Kia I Tet) discusses this point.
22, The Maharshal decided in this manner(See Be' er Heitev 685:2). Yet see Mishnah Berura.h

282:23,
R, Stembuch notes that this reformulation of the nature of the Torah reading on Parshat
Zakhor also yields a lenient ruling, namely, that a minyan of ten men who had notfuljïled
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,
their obliiiaiion already is nol necessary for Parshai Zakhor. See n. 19,

23. At ihis point mention should be made of the meaning and use of ihe word milsvah here. 11

refers not merely to the concept of a commandmeni of the Torah. but 10 a tangible entity.
consisting of ihe mits\'ah-bJecl Chef/sah shel miw'a/i). the miism/iaci Ima'aseh hamiisvahi
as well as the fultïllmeni of the mii.nah rkimm ha-mil.n'ah¡. It is in this coniexl thai the
analyses concerning hiddur m;Hi'ah should be viewed.

24, Vol. 4-5/#295),

25. See VoL. 2.1#1191. Rabbeinu Tam Tos, Giiiin 45h IS,\'.kol¡ assened that anyone not com.
manded to perform a miismh-acl should not have a nand in the making of the milsi-h~b.ieci,
An example he cite5i is ig~ud lulai' by women. (LuIQl', of course. is a mil.war 'aseh shl'ha:'man

iirama.) Although Rabbeinu Tam' s opinion was rejected by the other ri.,honim I and by the
Ramo in Orah Ha,~'im 649:11. ihe Maiien Ai'raham (ibid.. note#Sl mentions thai ideally.
one should attempt to act strngenily on ihis maller.n VoL. 8-9 (addenda to Vol. 2, #lJ9J.
R. Siernbuch poinis out ihai this rule would apply even to iiiilud done by minors. In VoL.
i. (#991. he altempts a defense of Raõbeinu Tam,

26. Shabba/2Ib. The actual niZlsvah is "one candle per household." Those who "adorn" mitSlo/
light a candle for each member of ihe house. The renowned controversy between Bet Shammai
and Bet Hilel whether one,should add candles each subseueni night. or light fewer candles.
as less nights of Hanukah remain. is on the level of mehadrin min hamehadrin (those who
adorn milsvoi 10 the greaiest extenll,A dispute between the Rambam (IHanukah 4:1) and
Tos. (Shabba/. ibid.. s.\' i,'hameharini centers on increase pf a candle per night: is it to
be superimposed upon ihe lower level of meharin (the Rambam's opinion). or does it merely
expand upon ihe original candle per household formula ITos,).

27. See Hiddushei Maran RaI' YIiTiak Ze'ei' al HaRambam(Jerusalem. 1963i.lanukah, 4:1. R.
Sternbuch's essay on the malter is in voL. 2,(#1331. The addenda that corrspolid~itoHhis

essay. he suggests isolating the two componis of mehadrin min hamehadrin according to
the Rambam's view./See n.26. above, 1 Lighting a candle for each member of the household
might be an expression of the general aspect of hiddur. whereas adding a light each subsequent
night would be a manifesiatlon of the specific hiddur of Ha,liukah, In this way. R, Sternbuch
explains a nuance in the Rambam' s language. and altempts 10 explain the problematic minhaii
Sefarad" (Hanukah, 4:31.

28, This explanation of the coniroversy between the Rambam and ihe 'Ram. is based uponlWo
differing interptations of a talmudic passage dealing with circumcision on Shabbatl Shabba/

133b). See Rambam. Milah 2:4. Tur Yoreh Deah 264, Sha'agai Arveh #50, and Bei/Halevi
Vol. 2, 1#47),

29. The unusual lalmudic formulation of "a candle per household" and slatements concerning

an inn-weller tShabba/ 23al would lead one to this conclusion.
30. The BriskerRav himself had implied this, Op, cit. n,27,
31. VoI.2,(#IIS),
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